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Book Title: Muwatta Imam Malik Format Book: PDF Language: Bangla Download Now Muwatta Imam Malik Part 1 Download Muwatta Imam Malik Part 2 Download Muwatta Malik With Bangla Translation by Imam Malik ibn Anas is a collector and compiler of the book hadith Muwatta Malik, which is the very first written hadith collection of
the book. Imam Malik collects only a few hadith from his One Lac collection. It took Imam Malik 40 years to complete his work. Most of the hadiths in Muwatta Malik are Sahich. So this is a well-known and well-known book of hadith. May Allah Grant Janna for Imam Malik for his great work. Published by the Islamic Foundation of
Bangladesh. Share Share Share Tweet Google 'Pinterest Want More? Advanced embedding details, examples and help! Not to be confused with Anas ibn Malik. Hadith compiler Malik ibn Anas َسَنأ ْنبا  ِكلاَم  Malik ibn Anas name in Arabic calligraphyTitleSheikh ul-IslamPersonal Bourne711 CE/93 AH MadinaDied795 CE/179 AH (aged 83-
84) MedinaReligionIsEthlamnicityArabEraIslamic Golden AgeRegionMedinaJurisprudationMalmal FiqhNotable idea (s)Maliki madhhab Unpleasant work (s)Al-Muwatta, MudawanaMuslim leader under the influence of Jafar al-SadiqAbu Hanifaab Suhail al-Nafihisam ibn Urwahibn Shihab al-Suhri influenced almost all subsequent Sunni
Muslims Malik ibn Anas (Arabic: 795-711 َسَنأ ,  ْنبا  ِكلاَم   AD. / 93-179 AD), whose full name is Melik bin Anas bin Melik bin Abi ʿĀmir bin ʿAmr bin al-Srit bin Gayman bin Huthain bin ʿAmr bin al-Srit al-Abash al-Madani ( ِيَندَْمل� يِْريَمُْحل�  يَِحبْصَْأل�  ثِراَْحل�  ِنب  ورَْمع  ِنب  نَيثُخ  ِنب  ناَْمَيغ  ِنب  ثِراَْحل�  ِنب  ورَْمع  ِنب  رِمَاع  ِيَبأ  ِكلاَم  ِنب  َسَنأ  ِنب  ِكلاَم  ),
reverently known as al-Imam Melik ( ِكلاَم ماَِمْإل�  ) Maliki Sunni was an Arab Muslim lawyer, theologian and hadith traditionalist. Born in Medina, Malik was once the best scholar of prophetic traditions, which he sought to apply to all legal life to create a systematic method of Muslim jurisprudence that would only expand over time. Malik's
views on jurisprudence, referred to by contemporaries as Imam Medina, were highly valued both in his own life and after, and he was the founder of one of the four Schools of Sunni Law, Maliki, which became a normative rite for the Sunni practices of much of North Africa, Andalusia, a large part of Egypt, and parts of Syria, Yemen,
Sudan, Iraq and Khorasan, and south Africa. Perhaps Malik's most famous achievement in the annals of Islamic history is, however, a compilation of Muwatta, one of the oldest and most revered collections of Sunni hadiths and one of the earliest surviving Muslim books on laws in which Malik tried to give an overview of law and justice;
ritual and practice of religion in accordance with the consensus of Islam in Medina, according to the Sunna routine in Medina; and to set a theoretical standard for issues that have not been resolved in terms of consensus and sunna. Composed in the early days of the Abbasid Caliphate, during which there was a growing recognition and
understanding of the canonical right of the ruling party, Malik's work was aimed at traces the smooth path (which means Al-muwaṭṭaʾ through far different differences of opinion even on the most elementary issues. as Sheikh of Islam, Community Proof, Imam of emigration abode and Knowledgeable scholar of Medina in a later Sunni
tradition. According to the classic Sunni tradition, The Islamic Nabi (Prophet) Muhammad predicted Malik's birth, saying, Very soon people will beat the camels in search of knowledge, and they will find no one more experienced than the knowledgeable scholar of Medina, and, in another tradition, the people... must be laid out from the
East and the West without finding a sage, except the sage of the people in Medina. While some later scholars, such as Ibn Hazm and Tahawi, did doubt the definition of the mysterious sage of both of these traditions with Malik, the most common interpretation, however, was still what kept the character as Malik. Throughout Islamic
history, Malik has been revered as an exemplary figure in all traditional schools of Sunni thought, both exoteric ulema and mysticism, with the latter often meaning his saints in his hagiography. Malik's most famous pupil, al-Shafia (who himself would have been the founder of another of the four Orthodox law schools of Sunni law), later
said of his teacher: No one represents such a great service to me in the Religion of God as Malik... When scholars of knowledge are mentioned, Malik is a guiding star. Malik's biography was born as the son of Anas ibn Malik (not Saabi of the same name) and Aliya bint Shuraik al-Azdiya in Medina, circa 711. His family was from the
Yemeni tribe of al-Asbahi, but his great-grandfather Abu Amir moved the family to Medina after converting to Islam in the second year of the Hijri, or 623 AD His grandfather Malik ibn Abi Amir was a pupil of the second caliph of Islam Umar and was one of those who participated in the collection of parchments on which the Koranic were
originally written when they were collected in the era of The Caliph of Usman. According to al-Mawatta, he was tall, heavy, impressive, very fair, with white hair and a beard, but bald, with a huge beard and blue eyes. Teachers vteEarly Islamic scholars Muhammad (570-632) prepared the Constitution of Medina, taught the Koran, and
advised his comrades 'Abd Allah bin Masood (died 650) taughtAli (607-661) the fourth caliph taughtAisha, the wife of Muhammad and the daughter of Abu Bakr taughtAbd Allah ibn Abbas (618-687) taught ed ibn Tabit (610-660) taughtEUmar (579-644) second caliph taughtAbu Hurair (603-681) taught Alqama ibn Kais (died 681)
taughtHusain ibn Ali (626-680) taught Assim ibn Muhammad ibn Abu Bakr (657-725) taught and raised AishaUrwa ibn zubair (died 713) taught Aisha , then taughtSyid ibn al-Musayyib (637-715) taughtAdullah ibn Umar (614-693) taughtAbad Allah ibn al-Subair (624-692), taught by Aisha, He then taught Ibrahim al-Nakha'i taught Ali ibn
Hussein zane al-Abidine (659-712) taught Bysham ibn Urwa (667-772) taughtib Shihab al-Suhri (died 741) taughtSa Lim ibn Abd-Allah ibn Umar taughtUmar ibn Abdul Aziz (682-0 720), brought up and taught by Abdullah ibn Umar Hammad bin Ibi Sulman taughtMuhammad al-Baqir (676-733) taughtBarwa bint al-Kasim Mother Jafar Abu
Hanifa (699-767) wrote Al-Fiq al-Akbar and Kitab al-Athar , jurisprudence, followed by Sunnis, Sunni Sufis, bas-reliefs, deobandi, zaidia and originally Fatimid and taught by Said ibn Ali (695-740)Jafar bin Muhammad al-Baqir (702-765) Muhammad and the great great son of Ali, Jurisprudence followed by the Shia, he taughtMalik ibn Anas
(711-795) wrote Muwatta, jurisprudence from the early period of Medina is now mostly followed by Sunnis in Africa and taughtAl-Wakidi (748-822) wrote a book on history as Kitab al-Tariq wa al-Magazi, student Malik ibn Anasabu Muhammad Abdullah ibn Abdul Hakam (died 829) wrote biographies and books on history, Student Malik ibn
Anas Abu Yusuf (729-798) writes Usul al-fiqhMuhammad al-Shababani (749-805)Al-Shafia (76 7 -820) wrote Al-Risala, jurisprudence followed by Sunnis and taughtMeil ibn IbrahimAli ibn al-Madini (778-849) wrote the Book of Knowledge of CompanionsI Ibn Hisham (died 833) wrote the early history of Al-Sima al-Nabawiya , Biography of
Muhammad Isma'il ibn Jafar (719-775)Musa al-Kadhim (745-799)Ahmad ibn Khanbal (780-855) written by Musnad Ahmad ibn Khanbal jurisprudence followed by Sunni and Hadith booksMuhammad al-Bukhari (810-870) wrote Sahih al-Bukhari Hadis bookMuslim ibn al-Hajaj (815-875) wrote the Sahih Muslim Hadith booksMuhammad ibn
Isa al-Tirmidi (824-892) wrote Jami on-Tirmidhi Hadith bookAl-Baladhuri (died 892) wrote early history of Futuh al-Buldan , Genealogy nobles Ibn Majah (824-887) writes Sunan ibn Majah Hadith bookAbu Dawood (817-889) writes Sunan Abu Hadith book Muhammad ibn Yaqub al-Kulaini (864- 941) wrote Kitab al-Kafi Hadith book followed
by Twelver ShiaMuhammad ibn Jarir al-Tabari (838-923) wrote The Story of the Prophets and Kings, Tafsir al-Tabariabu al-Hasan al-Ashari (874-936 years) wrote Makarat al-Isla Kitab al-Luma, Kitab al-Ibana 'usul al-diyan ibn Babawayh (923-991) wrote Man la yahduruhu al-Faqih jurisprudence followed by Twelver Shi Aasharif Razi
(930-977) wrote Nahj al-Balaga, followed by the Twelve Shiites al-al-Din al-Tusi (1201-1274)) , wrote books on jurisprudence, followed by the Ismailis and Twelver ShiaAl-Ghazali (1058-1111) wrote a niche for lights, inconsistency of philosophers, Alchemy of Happiness at SufismRumi (1207-1273) wrote Bysnawi, Divan-and-Shams-e-
Tabrizi on Sufism Key: Some of Muhammad's CluesKey Companions: Taught in MedinaKey: Taught in IraqKey: Worked in SyriaKei: Traveled widely collecting Muhammad's utterances and compiled books by Hadiths: Worked in Iran, living in The Medina gave access to some of the most studied. He memorized the Koran in his youth,
studying the rant of Abu Suhail Nafi ibn Abd al-Rahman, from which he also received his Ijaza, or certification and permission to teach others. He studied with various well-known scholars, including Hisham ibn Urva and Ibn Shihab al-Suhri. In addition, like Abu Hanifa (founder of the Hanafi Sunni Madhab), Imam Malik (who was the
teacher of Imam Al-Shafia, who in turn was the teacher of Imam Ahmad ibn Khanbal) was a disciple of the Shiite imam Jafar al-Sadiq, who was a descendant of Muhammad. Thus, all four great Imams of the Sunni Fikha are associated with Jafar from Bayt (household) Muhammad, directly or indirectly. Malik's golden chain of narrators
was considered the most authentic and was called Silsilat al-Dahab or Golden Chain of Storytellers by famous Hadith scholars, including Muhammad al-Bukhari. The golden chain of the narrative (i.e. which is considered by Hadith's scholars to be the most authentic) consists of Malik, who is narrated from Nafi Mavla ibn Umar, who told
from Ibn Umar, who told from Muhammad. The Prophet Muhammad reportedly said in the hadith, authenticated by Muhammad ibn Isa Ata-Tirmidi: Very soon people will beat the camels in search of knowledge, and they will find no one more knowledgeable than the knowledgeable scholar of Madina. Kadi Ayad, Al-Dahabi and others are
associated with Sufyan ibn Uyain, Abd al-Razzaq al-San'ani, Ibn Mahdi, Yahya ibn Main, Duhayb ibn Imam, Ibn al-Madini, and others that they believe to be Malik ibn Anas. Theology Abdul-Ghani Al-Dacre wrote that Malik was the furthest of all people of dialectical theology, who was most aware of their discussions without taking Views.
G.F. Haddad, on the other hand, argued that Malik was not completely against the idea of dialectical theology; on the contrary, Haddad points to Malik, having studied him at the feet of Ibn Khurmus, master of dialectical theology, for thirteen or sixteen years. Malik's unique contribution to the field of theology, in particular, is that he was a
strict opponent of anthropomorphism, and considered it absurd to compare the attributes of God that were given in human images such as the hands of God or eyes with the qualities of man. , The merciful set himself above the throne, it is bound that nothing affected Malik so much as this man's question, and the lawyer fervently replied:
How unthinkable it is; The installation of part of it is unknown; Faith in it is obligatory; asking about this is an innovation. The Beattiph vision malik was a supporter of the Orthodox Sunni doctrine of the beatonic vision, and he is said to have cited the Koran 75:22-23 (on this day the faces will be brilliant, looking at his Lord,) and 83:15 (No!
indeed from their Lord, that day, they (criminals) will be veiled,) as proof of his faith. When asked about the nature of faith, Malik defined it as speech and work (qawlun wa-'amal), which shows that Malik was against the strict separation between faith and works. Malik's intercession seems to have been a proponent of intercession in a
personal plea. For example, when Caliph Abbasid al-Mansour asked Malik whether it was preferable to face the tomb of the Prophet or kibla during personal prayer or dua, Malik replied, Why shouldn't you look him in the eye when he is your means (wasila) to God and your father Adam Jamāʿa on Resurrection Day? : The report is linked
by two hadith masters, Ibn Bashkuwal and al-S-ʿIyāḍ in al-Shif, and does not pay attention to the words of those who claim that it is forged solely on the basis of their idle desires. While Ibn Taii'i and, more recently, the grandson of Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab Suleiman have indeed rejected the authenticity of this tradition, their views
have been described by the vast majority of mainstream Sunni scholars, such as al-zarzoni, as stemming either from ignorance or arrogance. It is historically known that Malik's statements about the validity of intercession remained the basic doctrine of Maliki's school, and almost all of Maliki's classical-era thinkers embraced the idea of
the Prophet's intercession. It is also known that the classic books of Melikov abound that du'i (personal plea) will be made when facing the grave. Mystic based on several early traditions, it is obvious that Malik appreciates the early Sufis and their practice. Moreover, Malik was a strong supporter of combining internal science ('ilm al-b'tin
mystical knowledge with the external science of jurisprudence. For example, the famous lawyer Maliki of the twelfth century and judge Kadi Iyad, later revered as a saint on the Iberian Peninsula, told about the tradition in which a man asked Malik about something in the inner science, to which Malik replied: Really no one knows the
internal science, except those who know foreign science! When he knows and practices external science, God will open up inner sciences for him - and it will not happen except the discovery of his heart and his enlightenment. In other similar traditions, Malik said, Anyone who practices Sufism (tasavvuf) without studying the Sacred Law
corrupts his faith (tazandaku), while the one who studies the Sacred Law without practicing Sufism corrupts himself (tafasssaku). The only one who unites the two proves the truth (tahaqqaqa). Although there are several traditions associated with malik, although not an opponent of mysticism in general, nevertheless negatively related to
the practice of group dhikr, such traditions were rated as munkar or weak in their chain of transmission. It was also alleged that none of these reports - all of which involve Malik's disapproval of what he is told about a case where a group of dhikr occurs nearby - clearly does not display any disapproval of the act as such, but rather
criticizes some of the people who passed for the Sufis at one time who apparently committed certain excesses or violations of the sacred law. Because both of their chains of transmission are weak and do not correspond to Malik elsewhere, traditions are rejected by many scholars, although critics of latter-day Sufism sometimes cite them
in support of their position. Malik's relics were supporters of tabarruk or seeking blessing through the veneration of relics. This is evident, for example, in the fact that Malik spoke approvingly of the tradition of a certain At ibn Abi Rabah, whom he saw entering the Mosque of the Prophet and then taking possession of the Pulpit's room, after
which he encountered the zibla to pray, thereby supporting the holding of a prayer for his blessing (the barrack) because he had touched the Prophet Muhammad. It is also written that when one of the caliphs showed his intention to replace the Prophet's wooden pulpit with a silver pulpit and jewels, Malik exclaimed, I do not think it is good
for people to be deprived of the relics of the Messenger of God! arajama al-nusu athara rasallilah). The Sunna of the Prophet Malik believed that following the Sunna of the Prophet was of great importance to every Muslim. He reportedly said: Sunna is Noah's Ark. Ethical differences of opinion about Malik's life indicate that the scientist
cherished differences of opinion among the ulema as mercy from God to the Islamic community. Even in Malik's time, there were those who redirected the idea of a single Madhab and the demonstrative elimination of all differences between Sunni law schools, with three successive caliphs seeking to impose the school of Muwatta and
Malik on the entire Islamic world of his time, but Malik refused to allow it every time... He believes that differences of opinion between lawyers are mercy for the people. When the second caliph of Abbasid al-Mansour said to Malik: I want to combine this knowledge. I will write to the leaders of the armies and the rulers to make it law, and
whoever contradicts it will be counted, Malik replied: Commander of the faithful, there is another way. Truly, the Prophet was present in this community, he used to send troops or set out in person, and he did not conquer much land until God took back his soul. Then Abu Bakr appeared, and he also did not conquer much land. Umar then
stood up after two of them, and many lands were conquered in his hands. As a result, he faced the need to send Muhammad's associates as teachers and people do not cease to accept from them, famous scientists from famous scholars until our time. If you now go and change them from what they know they don't know they will find it
disbelief (kufr). Rather, confirm the people of each land regarding any knowledge there is, and take that knowledge to yourself. According to another story, al-Mansour, upon hearing Malik's answers to some important questions, said: I have decided to order that your works be copied and distributed in every Muslim region on earth, so that
they are put into practice solely from any other ordinances. They will leave innovation aside and will keep only this knowledge. For I believe that the source of knowledge is the narrative tradition of Medina and the knowledge of its scholars. To which Malik is said to have replied: Commander of the believers, don't do it! For people have
already heard different positions, heard hadiths and related narrations. Each group took everything that came to them and put it into practice, according to it while other people are different. Taking them from what they professed would lead to disaster. So leave people with any school they follow and regardless of people the country has
chosen for itself. Knowing the limits of knowledge, Malik is known for saying, Alim Shield: I don't know. If he neglects it, he will get a fatal blow. Elsewhere, a certain Hilid ibn Khidash said: I drove all the way from Iraq to see Melik about forty questions. He didn't answer me except for five. Then he said, ʿIbn ʿIjlān said: if Alim bypasses I do
not know, he will receive a fatal blow. In addition, al-Haitham ibn Jamil said, I saw Melik ibn Anas being asked forty-eight questions, and he answered thirty-two of them: I don't know. Later, Malik's disciple Ibn Wahb said, I heard allah ibn Yazid ibn Khurmuz say ʿAbd, The ulema must instill in those who sit with him, the phrase I do not
know until it becomes a fundamental principle (asl) before them, and they seek refuge in it from danger. Malik's religious dispute is said to have decontested the debate on religious issues, saying: The dispute (al-jidul) in religion promotes self-discipline, reinforces the light of the heart and tempers it, and produces aimless wandering.
Therefore, Malik did not approve of unnecessary arguments, and he also chose to keep quiet about religious issues in general if he did not feel obligated to speak for fear of spreading confusion or such danger. Social This section is largely or completely dependent on a single source. The relevant discussion can be found on the
conversation page. Please help improve this article by typing links to additional sources. Find sources: Malik ibn Anas - news newspaper book scientist JSTOR (October 2017) Shave the moustache in Muwatta, Malik writes: Shaving the mustache is an innovation. Elsewhere, it said he decontested and condemned shaving his mustache
and didn't like the excessive length of his beard. While some other scientists believed that both cutting off (cash registers) and removing the moustache would be sunna, Malik considered the first truly prophetically prescribed, considering the latter an unpleasant innovation. Malik's physical appearance refers to the fact that he was tall,
heavy set, impressive in height, very fair, with a white beard... Bald... with blue eyes. In addition, it is also due to the fact that he always wore beautiful clothes, especially white. Malik Malik's tomb died at the age of 83 or 84 in Medina in 795 AD and was buried in al-Baki Cemetery, opposite the Prophet's Mosque. Although a small shrine
was built around his tomb in the late Middle Ages, and many Muslims visited it to pay their respects, the building was destroyed by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia during their demolition campaign. traditional sites of Islamic heritage after the establishment of the kingdom in 1932. Malik's last words were related to a certain Ismail ibn Abi
Uweiz, who said, Malik was sick, so I asked some of our people what he had said at the time of his death. They said: He read the tests of faith, and then he read: Their cause is for God, before and after. The work of Imam Malik wrote: Al-Muwatta, Approved, which is said to be considered Shafi'and the most sonic book on Earth after the
Koran. Al-Mudavwan al-Kubra, recorded by Sahnoon ibn Saeed ibn Habib al-Tanuhi (c. 776-7 - 854-5) after the death of Malik ibn Anas. See also Salaf Tabi 'al-Tabi'in Seven Fukaha Medina Links - b d e f g Schacht, J., Melik b. Anas, in: Encyclopedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited:. Beardman, T. Biankis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel,
V.P. Heinrichs. Brill Online. b c Haddad, Jibril F. (2007). Four imams and their schools. London, UK: Muslim Academic Foundation. page 121. Cm. Shadilia and Tijania in: Encyclopedia of Islam, Second Edition, Edited:. Beardman, T. Biankis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel, V.P. Heinrichs. Brill Online. Narrated by Abu Hurayrah Ahmad, al-
Tirmidhi, who said that it is Hassan - in some manuscripts Hassan sahih - al-Hakim (1:90-91) with three chains, declaring it sahih on the Muslim criterion, al-Bayhaqi in Al-Sunan al-Kubra (1:386) etc. (Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 121, note 271). Djibril F. Haddad, Four
Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 122 and b Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 122-23 - Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 179-81 - John Renard (t.), Knowledge of God in Classical
Sufism (New York: Paulist Press, 2004), page 131, et passim. a b Gibril F. Haddad, The Four Imams and Their Schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 158 - M M Azami, History of the Koranic Text, p. 100-101 - Dutton, Yasin, Origins of Islamic law: Koran, Mawasha and Madinan, r. Muslimheritage.com. 2005-01-04.
Received 2010-04-10. Imam Jafar as Sadiq. The history of Islam. Archive from the original for 2015-07-21. Received 2012-11-27. Imaam Maalik ibn Anas Hassan Ahmad, Al Jumua Volume 11 - Issue 9 . Sunnahonline.com. received 2010-04-10. Abdul- Ghani al-Dacre, al-Imam Malik, Imam Dar al-Hijrah, pg. 285, 2nd Damascus: Dar al-
Kalam, 1998. b c Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 170 - Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, page 167; Al-Dahabi, Siyar, 7:415, cf. al-Bayhaki, al-Asme Wal-Sifat, 2:304-305:866. Abdul-Ghani Al-Dacre, al-Imam Malik, pg. 292-293.
Abdul-Ghani Al-Dakr, al-Imam Malik, page 293-294. a b Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 181 - Abdul-Ghani al-Dacre, al-Imam Malik, page 294. Djibril F. Haddad, The four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 176, al-Kadi 'Iyah, al-Shifeh,
page 520-521 and Tartab al-Madarik 2:101, told with a good, truer, sound chain (al-zarquni commentary, on al-Mawihib la-ladu); cited in Jibril F. Haddad, The Four Imams and Their Schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 181 and Hidayat al-Salik, 3:1381; cited in Jibril F. Haddad, The Four Imams and Their Schools
(London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 182 - See. Ibn Taimaya, Fatave, 27:166 and 28:26; Suleiman ibn Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab, Taysir al-Aziz al-Hamid fae shabh Kitab al-Tawhid, p. 312 - Quoted in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 182, note 437
- Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 182 cited in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), p. 182 quoted in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), p. 182 quoted in Jibril F. Haddad,
four imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), p. 182 quoted in Jibril F. Haddad, four imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), p. 182 quoted in Jibril F. Haddad, four imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), p. 182 quoted in Jibril F. Haddad, four imams and their
schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), p. 182 quoted in Jibril F. Haddad, four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), p. 182 182 and b Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and Their Schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 179 Tartab al-Madarik, 2:41, cited in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and
their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), p. 179 - Al-Erie (1014 AD), Sharh Ain al-Ilm (1989 - Ahmad Sarryk (d. 899) , the fourth of his Tavid al-Tasavwuf (Cairo, 1310); Ali al-Adawa (d. 1190) in the commentary. on Risal Ibn Abi zaid (Beirut?: Dar Ihi al-Kutub al-Arabiya, n.d. 2:195); Ibn Ajaba (d. 1224) in Iqaz al-Himam-fa
Sharh al-Hickam (Cairo: Halab, 1392/1972), page 5-6; all cited in Gibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and Their Schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 180, note 429. b c Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 180 - b d e f g G Gibril F. Haddad, The Four Imams and Their
Schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 177 - Narrated from Ibn Wahba al-Khatib in Terah Baghdad, 7:336 and al-Suyti, Miftah al-Janna, page 162: 391, cited in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and Their Schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 175 - From Ma'n, cited in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their
schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 16 From Ma'n, cited in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and Their Schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, 2007), page 162-163 - Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust, Trust, p. 163 - b, narrated from al-Wakidi Ibn Saad in an additional volume of
his Tabata (p. 440) and al-zubayr ibn Bakkar ibn Abd Al-Barrom in his al-Indik (p. 81). Cited in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and Their Schools (London: Muslim Academic Foundation, 2007), page 163 and b d Ibn 'Abd al-Barr, al-Intike, page 74-75; cited in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and Their Schools (London: Muslim Academic Trust,
2007), page 176 - From Ma'n, cited in Jibril F. Haddad, Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Foundation, 2007), p. 170 - From Ma'n, cited by Jibril F. Haddad, The Four Imams and their schools (London: Muslim Academic Foundation, 2007), p. 171 - Medieval Andalusian Muslim traveler and geographer Ibn Jubayr
describes seeing a small dome erected over Malik's tomb when he visited the cemetery at the end of the twelfth century. Koran 30:4 External references Arab Wikisource has the original text associated with this article: Malik ibn Anas Biodata on MuslimScholars.info the life of Imam Malik Biography of Imam Malik on Lost Islamic History
Biography of Imam Malik Comprehensive Biography of Imam Malik Al-Muwatta 'Imam Malik Of The Muslims of Norwich, Maliki community (in French): BIOGRAPHY OF IMAM MALIK (French) Lifestyle Imam Melik Ibn Anas (at-tawhid.net) Malik, Imam B Anas سنأ ِكلاَم -   ; The full biography of Imam Malik bin Anas, obtained from the
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